


GCSE Fine Art.



GCSE Fine Art 2021.

This year the final GCSE grade will be 

based only on the coursework unit. There 

is no external Art exam in 2021.



The plan for year 11 2020-21.
Autumn Term Year 11; The Mock Exam Unit. Start first lesson back, 

prepare all term and make a 5 hour practical exam 

in December. The Mock Exam Unit added to year 

10 work makes the coursework grade.

There is usually a significant jump from year 10.

Coursework = 100% final GCSE Grade.

Spring Term Year 11; The final GCSE Project. A project that has 

preparation leading to a practical piece. This will 

complete the coursework. The project will be 

teacher led and then there is scope for more 

independent work.

Final Coursework = 100% final GCSE Grade.

Summer Term Year 11; Hand in all coursework for final assessment. GCSE 

Art course is complete by early May. You will then 

use Art lessons to revise for other subjects.

Support is available through Tuesday night +

lunchtime sessions with all Art teachers.



The Mock Exam will run through the autumn term. 

Students will complete a sketchbook of preparation 

work following weekly tasks set and supported in 

class. The final piece will be made during a timed 5 

hour exam. This will be formally assessed allowing 

us to accurately and securely predict final grades.

We will make a final project in the spring term to 

compliment the work made so far, this will be made 

up of a combination of teacher led tasks and there 

will be opportunities for more independent work. This 

will complete the GCSE coursework unit.



Mock Exam 

5 hour practical exam on the theme of Figures in 

Spaces on Tuesday 8th December.

The Mock Exam is a complete project that covers all 4 

assessment objectives. It includes artist research, 

development work, quality recording and a final piece.



Preparation dates for the GCSE Mock Exam.
Tuesday 3rd Nov Exploration of media. 

Trying out a range of materials and approaches, working 

from photos or from life.

Tuesday 10th Nov Developing initial ideas.

Connecting ideas to artist research and exploring ideas.

Tuesday 17th Nov Drawing week- assessed drawing piece.

A formal assessed drawing for 1 ½ hours.

Tuesday 24th Nov Planning final piece.

Developing final ideas and planning exam piece.

Tuesday 1st Dec Mock up for final piece and final plans.

Testing out ideas and trying it all out. Final prep before the 

exam.

Tuesday 8th Dec Mock Exam all day.



The Art department run support sessions after 

school every Tuesday 3.25 in CA1, CA5 and 

CA6 plus lunchtime support is also available. 

Students can use this time for 1 to 1 support, 

tutorials or just to get on with practical work.



Assessment forms with weekly feedback are in the back of student sketchbooks.



The 4 Assessment Objectives.
Each Assessment Objective has equal weighting and is graded out of 24.

AO1; Develop your ideas through investigations informed by 

contextual and other sources demonstrating analytical and cultural 

understanding

AO2; Refine your ideas through experimenting and selecting 

appropriate resources, media, materials, techniques and processes

AO3; Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to your 

intentions in visual and/or other forms

AO4; Present a personal, informed and meaningful response 

demonstrating analytical and critical understanding, realising intentions 

and where appropriate, making connections between visual, written, 

oral or other elements.



• Develop your ideas through investigations informed by contextual and other 

sources demonstrating analytical and cultural understanding

Research into Artist, Craftspeople or Designers to include some analysis.



• Refine your ideas through experimenting and selecting appropriate resources, 

media, materials, techniques and processes

Exploration of materials and techniques plus development of ideas.



• Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to your intentions in visual 

and/or other forms

Recording through drawing, direct observation and photography.



• Present a personal, informed and meaningful response demonstrating 

analytical and critical understanding, realising intentions and where 

appropriate, making connections between visual, written, oral or other 

elements.

Final piece and evaluation.



The resources for each week of 

work are on TEAMs. Email if you 

have questions of need help;
sgibbons@malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk

Curriculum Leader for Art.

dtopsom@malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk

bgustard@malmesbury.wilts.sch.uk
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